Predicted by Watson & Crick model
CONSERVATIVE (one totally new, one totally old)
DISPERSIVE (each have mixed bits)

Other possibilities

Grow E-Coli in 15N for several generation
[15NH4Cl as sole N-source)
Transfer to medium containing only 14N
Extract DNA after each replication

Semi-conservative

ISOPYCNIC density gradient centrifugation
Measure density using CsCl gradient

Components stop at the point in the
gradient equal to their buoyant density

Experiment
In the second generation, ALL DNA has a
density halfway in between 15N DNA and
14N DNA
In subsequent generations, the proportion
of fully 14N DNA increases, but some
hybrids remain

DNA polymerases synthesise DNA in the 5'
> 3' direction [because the 3' OH attacks the
incoming nucleotide]
DNA is antiparallel
Both new strands are synthesized
simultaneously at the replication fork

If DNA replication is semi-conservative, this poses a problem
Bacterial chromosomes contain a SINGLE
ORIGIN, bound to the cell membrane,
within the oriC locus

Therefore, one of the strands needs to grow
in the 3' > 5' direction
Enter Sub-topic

Contains four 9 bp binding sites for the
initiator protein DnaA

Add a pulse of 3H-thymidine to cells
Quench and harvest DNA

Synthesis of this protein is coupled to growth rate

Once it has attained a critical level, DnaA
forms a complex of 30-40 molecules, each
bound to ATP, around which oriC DNA
becomes wrapped

Experiment 1

Initiation
Separate by size
Add a pulse of 3H-thymidine to cells
"Chase" with unlabelled thymidine

DNA primase then binds and synthesizes a
short RNA primer on the LEADING
STRAND.

DNA polymerases and
SEMI-DISCONTINUOUS replication

Quench and harvest DNA

Requires DNA to be NEGATIVELY
SUPERCOILED

Facilitates the MELTING of three 13 bp
AT-rich repeat sequences, which open
toallow binding of DnaB (DNA helicase)

RE-INITIATION can occur before
completion of the first round of replication,
at the new origins

Experiment 2
Experiment

DNA HELICASE unwinds the parental
duplex for replication (using ATP)

Separate by size
Initially, about half the thymine ends up in
small (NASCENT) DNA fragments 1000-2000 nucleotides long in PROK,
100-200 nt long in EUK
These eventually get assembled into larger fragments

SSBs (single-strand binding proteins)
prevent the daughter strands from
re-annealing

General principles

This is partly compensated for by the
NEGATIVE SUPERCOILING of circular
DNA

Observations

The LEADING STRAND is made
CONTINUOUSLY in the 5' > 3' direction
Once 1000-2000 (100-200) nt have been
synthesized, synthesis of the LAGGING
STRAND starts at the replication fork in the
5' > 3' direction

Interpretation

Unwinding

A TYPE II TOPOISOMERASE called DNA
GYRASE introduce additional negative
supercoiling downstream from the
replication fork to relieve this stress

This introduces POSITIVE SUPERCOILING
in the rest of the circular molecule (the rest
of the DNA "over-winds")

These OKAZAKI FRAGMENTS are then
joined by DNA LIGASE

TYPE I topoisomerases - break one strand
and change the linking number by +- 1
TYPE II topoisomerases - break both
strands and change the linking number by
+-2 by the transfer of another
double-stranded segment through the break
(NEEDS ATP)

This is one of the few enzymes ESSENTIAL
to the function of E-coli
It is targetted by drugs (superfloxocin,
novobiocin, oxolinic acid)

Once replication starts at a point, does it go
both ways or just one?

Pol III processes over 1000 bp/sec

CAIRNS used autoradiography to visualise
radiolabelled chromosomes

Calculation

The E-Coli chromosome is circular, and
forms a THETA STRUCTURE when it
replicates (two origins of replications)

There are 10 bp per turn of DNA
We need to unwind about 1000 loops/sec
(speed of kitchen blender)

Two replication forks

Label DNA with LOW specific activity (not v.
radioactive) 3H-thymidine for a few
generations

All DNA polymerases need a PRIMER with
a 3' OH group to extend from

Pulse with HIGH specific activity
3H-thymidine [only taken up by growing
parts of the DNA]

Bi-directional

The primase catalyses the formation of a
small RNA primer on the original template
DNA (< 20 nt long)

Priming
Okazaki fragments are primed by small
pieces of RNA synthesized by a PRIMASE

Rapidly quench
Proving that replication occurs at BOTH forks

The DNA polymerase extends that
The lagging-strand template is LOOPED
OUT so that it passes through Pol III at the
same time as the leading strand

BOTH strands dealt with by DNA
Polymerase III holoenzyme

It is clear from the autoradiograph of the
resulting DNA that replication occurs in
BOTH directions

After a certain number of nucleotides, the
sliding clamp lets go, and forms a new loop
This is called the TROMBONE MODEL

PROCESSIVE enzyme (enzyme stays
bound between digestion rounds), [as
opposed to distributive]

In E. Coli, there is a single origin of replication

2 BETA subunits binds DNA [sliding DNA clamp]

In Prokaryotes

Use generalised transducing phage

Very high processivity (stays bound for a
long time before it falls off)

Transfers a random bit of lysed DNA from one cell to another
Use it on an actively relicating cell
Then look at the frequency of uptake of the genes
in the cells genome by other cells around

DNA Replication

Single-origin in E. Coli
To prove

One half synthesises leading strand, and
one the lagging strand
Dimer

It's found that the frequency
goes like this

Star-shaped ring, with 35 armstrong hole
Pol III also includes CLAMP LOADING
subunits, that use ATP

Elongating

This ensures that both are synthesized at the same rate

Elongation

2 BETA subunits (sliding clamp)
Each dimer contains

Therefore, it's bi-directional with a single origin

An ALPHA subunit (actual polymerase)
An EPSILON subunit (3' > 5' proofreading
exonuclease - see later)

Both dimers attached to a core, which
interacts with the helicase
Mostly similar to prokaryotes

At the interface between DNA and RNA,
there is a "nick" with an exposed phosphate
and an exposed OH (since the two bits
aren't joined)

Therefore, there are multiple REPLICONS
with multiple origins
Pol I removes the RNA primers in a process
called "nick translation"

These form REPLICATION BUBBLES
Otherwise, we lose a bit on the
leading strand too!

It's also important that replication
doesn't start at the end

Pol I binds to this nick, and "moves it along",
replacing RNA with DNA along the way

Cromatin is complex - replication forks
move at ~ 50 bp/sec
5' > 3' exonuclease

Eventually, these merge together

Getting rid of the primer

Prove using Cairn's-style experiment

Activity of Pol I
In the S-phase, CLUSTERS of about 20-50
initiate simultaneously at defined times
through the S-phase

5' > 3' polymerase

3' > 5' exonuclease

Chews up existing RNA

Inserts new DNA [alongate 3' ends of
adjacent okazaki fragments]

Proof reading (see later)

In yeast, some consensus sequences have been identified
ORIGIN RECOGNITION COMPLEX (ORC)
binds to these, and permits opening of the
DNA [homologous to DnaA]
No mammalian origins have been identified,
and it is belived that initiation could occur at
random within an INITIATION ZONE (AT
rich)

Finally, the last "nick" is sealed by DNA LIGASE

The Pol III, primosome and helicases are
associated in a large complex called a
REPLISOME

Initiation

This is important, since there are mutliple
origins of replication

Independent polymerases (WRONG)
At each fork

A LICENSING FACTOR (recruits the
helicase) is ESSENTIAL for initiation and is
inactivated after use

Trombone model (RIGHT)

Eukaryotic replications can only initiate
ONCE per cell cycle

Independent replisomes
Both forks are at one point and dealt with by one replisome

New factor can only gain access to the
nucleus when the nuclear envelope
dissolves

Coordination of both forks

In linear chromosomes, there is no DNA
from which to extend to replaced removed
RNA at the 5' end of the lagging strand

Factory model (probably right)

In vivo
Styles of replication

This results in loss of DNA in the lagging strand
To prevent the loss of information, the ends
of eykaryotic chromosomes (TELOMERES)
consist of hundreds of copies of a
non-functional repeat sequence (TTAGGG
in humans) with the 3' end overhanging the
5'
The enzyme contains a short RNA
sequence which is complimentary to this
repeat

Resultant DNA strands extend in opposite directions
Other method - rather uncommon

In Eukaryotes
Lagging strand synthesis

This acts as a template for adding repeats
to the overhang by elongation and
translocation
Telomerase is inactive in the somatic cells
of multicellular organisms

In E-coli, this is a wierd enzyme that uses
NAD+ as its energy source

For example, when DNA is transfered
straight into another cell
ROLLING CIRCLE

One of the two strands of circular DNA is "nicked"
DNA one strand rolls off
Complementary strands are synthesized on
both original and final DNA

TELOMERASE adds this

This results in gradal shortening of the
chromosomes, senescence and death
This may be important in cell aeging, and
many cancers are associated with
re-activation of telomerase activity

In euks, the DNA must first be UNWOUND
from NUCLEOSOMES
This slows down the movement of the forks
to about 50 bp/sec
After the fork has passed, new
nucleusomes are formed from a mixture of
new and old histones

Unwinding

REPLICATION PROTEIN A (RP-A) takes
the place of SSB
The leading strand and each lagging strand
fragments are primed with RNA by a
primase acitivity of DNA POLYMERASE
ALPHA
This has a higher processivity
This is thanks to PROLIFERATING CELL
NUCLEAR ANTIGEN (PCNA), the
functional equivalent of the BETA unit in
E-coli DNA polymerase

Replication forks - differences

This starts elongation, but is quickly
replaced by DNA POLYMERASE DELTA
on the leading strand (and probably also the
lagging strand)
Priming and elongating
The role of DNA POLYMERASE EPSILON
is less clear, but it may simply complete the
lagging strand fragments after primer
removal
The smaller size of okazaki fragments in
euks might reflect the amount of DNA
unwound from each nucleosome as the fork
progresses
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